
Name Standing

Q1       This question is about housing density. That is, 
increasing the number of dwellings in an area, usually by 
removing stand-alone houses and replacing them with 
apartments, townhouses or terraced housing.

Which one of the following best describes your view on 
housing density?

Q2       In your view, how should Wellington 
ideally find the room for new housing. Please 
select one of the following.

Q3       Now we have some questions about Wellington 
City’s character areas (e.g. parts of Thorndon, 
Newtown, Mt Cook, Aro Valley and Mount Victoria, made 
up of mainly Victorian-era wooden houses).

Which one of the following best describes your view 
about these suburbs? 

Q4       Until recently, character areas of 
Wellington were protected by a ‘pre-1930s 
demolition rule’ that meant a resource consent 
is needed to demolish houses built before 
1930.

The proposed district plan that was notified in 
July proposes to remove around 71% of this 
protection from Wellington’s inner-city 
suburbs, making it easier to knock down 
character and heritage houses. Where this 
protection is removed, dwellings of up to 6 
stories high will be able to be built in 
Thorndon, Mt Cook, Aro Valley,  and Mount 
Victoria as well as large parts of Newtown and 
Berhampore.

Would you like to add any comments to your answers?

Ellen Blake Mayor and 
Pukehīnau/Lambton

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

All parts of Wellington have some great character and houses. I would have preferred a different discussion on how to retain the character we 
love and build more quality housing to meet the needs of a growing population in a good way - instead we have this pick and mix decision-
making approach to how much heritage gets retained. I don't think the pre-1930s rules have worked that well, and I haven't seen much new 
housing that has enough of the quality elements I want for the future - I'm sure we can do better.

Ray Chung Mayor and Wharangi/Onslow-
Western

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

3 I would be happier with a much smaller amount 
(e.g. 25% being removed)

These replies are difficult to answer without specific reference to the properties and location as each area is different and need to be 
considered with other factors.

Chris Dudfield Mayor and 
Paekawakawa/Southern

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

2 I would be happier with a slightly smaller 
amount (e.g. 50% of the character protection 
being removed)

Urban consolidation is an essential part of urban development. We can no longer continue the peripheral expansion of our cities.

Paul Eagle Mayor

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

2 I would be happier with a slightly smaller 
amount (e.g. 50% of the character protection 
being removed)

As Mayor, I will deliver a blueprint for a generation of action – housing will be master-planned with a focus on affordability.

We will be a city of inclusive and healthy neighbourhoods that respects people’s views and our heritage.

Together, we can put the mojo back into Wellington as New Zealand’s capital city.

Andy Foster Mayor

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

1 Wellington’s character suburbs add a lot to Wellington’s 
identity and we should try and protect them as much as 
possible

2 I would be happier with a slightly smaller 
amount (e.g. 50% of the character protection 
being removed)

I was instrumental in creation of the pre 1930s rule.
I strongly believe that the character suburbs are critical to Wellington being a beautiful, interesting city. 
There are areas within the existing character suburbs where the character is less coherent and development should be allowed within good 
quality guidelines, but overall considerably more of the current character areas should have some form of protection from the very high level of 
densification allowed in unregulated areas under the NPS UD. 
The exact proportion will now be resolved through the submission and hearings process, but I think the work of expert advisors Boffa Miskell 
indicates it should be c 50%, and I think including from walking the streets with residents' and heritage organisations, there are a number of 
other special, coherent areas that warrant exclusion from Government's very blunt six storey approach, which will certainly result in some poor 
outcomes. 
Finally I successfully advocated to Government Ministers that Mass Transit needed housing intensification along its corridor, and we had to get 
actively involved in delivering more housing. As a result Council and Kainga Ora are now working on a Special Development Project for the 
MRT corridor which would include the under-utilised land you refer to in Q2.
Thank you for the survey. 

Jenny Condie Takapū/Northern 

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

4 Don’t know 4 I would like all character protection to be 
removed

I support rules to deliver good design outcomes and protect some amenity, but these should be minimal and not overly favour existing 
residents. I support providing more housing in the central city, inner city suburbs and outer suburbs. All of these will be needed to solve the 
housing crisis. I support partnering with Kainga Ora to deliver housing along the mass rapid transit corridor to Newtown. I support protecting 
heritage, but do not generally support character protection (hence I did not answer Q3 which lumps character and heritage together). The only 
situation in which I might support character protection would be where it significantly contributes to a heritage protected building.

James Sullivan Takapū/Northern 

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

2 I don’t care about character and heritage, and I don’t 
mind if protections for character and heritage are removed

4 I would like all character protection to be 
removed

For Q1 I think we can simplify things for developers without needlessly loosening regulations. Providing pre-approval for standardised designs 
and clarifying what oppositions are acceptable would help. Opposition such as highlighting a flood plain, not disliking a visual design choice.

For Q2 I would consider allowing the idea put forward by option 2 if it is referring to the Special Character Areas. And even a couple of the 
heritage listed buildings that only architects seem to want to keep.

For Q3 I find answer 2 a bit of a leading answer that suggests a reasoning I do not align with. It is not so much that I do not care but that I 
care more about affordable healthy housing close to areas of commerce to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels. At one time those areas of 
land were farmland and even bush. I am confident that homeowners at the time bemoaned the intensification from new houses being built.

Alexander Garside Wharangi/Onslow-Western

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

2 I don’t care about character and heritage, and I don’t 
mind if protections for character and heritage are removed

1 I support removing 71% of the current character 
protection

Improving density throughout the city can yield excellent results for walkability and affordability, though I have no particular qualms about 
changing the nature of a neighbourhood there's something to be said for the tight-packed nature of existing houses along Tinakori Road and 
Mt Vic. In some ways the most urgent priority is ensuring the proposed suburban expansion out in Upper Stebbing doesn't condemn its 
residents to car dependency.

Bob Mason Wharangi/Onslow-Western
2 I support greater housing density but it’s better to leave it to 
developers and land owners to determine how it should turn 
out – the fewer controls the better

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

1 I support removing 71% of the current character 
protection

These questions are very tendentious in their wording. For instance, you present things as a binary choice between allowing greater housing 
density or protecting character from destruction. I happen to believe that the new district plan does strike a careful balance between freeing up 
room for intensification and protecting suburbs from destruction. I suspect you don't, however. Plus, you only allow one response to Q2, when 
the solution to our crisis requires more than one kind of solution. I have amended my answers after giving this much thought and would like 
you to publish my revised responses, but I am unhappy at the way you have sought to constrain this complex issue into simple statements.

Lachlan Patterson Wharangi/Onslow-Western

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

2 I don’t care about character and heritage, and I don’t 
mind if protections for character and heritage are removed

4 I would like all character protection to be 
removed

Diane Calvert Wharangi/Onslow-Western

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

2 I would be happier with a slightly smaller 
amount (e.g. 50% of the character protection 
being removed)

Council needs to work more closely with communities to develop plans for their specific areas. Such plans (depending on the size and 
population of the area) should allow for a cohesive blueprint for housing, transport routes, community facilities and business/commercial activity

Ryan Bothma Wharangi/Onslow-Western

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

2 I would be happier with a slightly smaller 
amount (e.g. 50% of the character protection 
being removed)

We need to strike a better balance on heritage if we want to protect the buildings that add some much character to our urban environment but 
ensure housing ownership can be a reality for many. We can’t set the heritage restoration bar so impossibly high that real treasures are 
allowed to crumble into the ground because saving them is unaffordable.



Nicholas Hancox Pukehīnau/Lambton

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

1 Wellington’s character suburbs add a lot to Wellington’s 
identity and we should try and protect them as much as 
possible

3 I would be happier with a much smaller amount 
(e.g. 25% being removed)

I would like to see more dialogue and advocacy around greatly improving reliability/frequency/affordability of our public transport networks to 
reduce demand for inner city housing. A multi faceted approach to problem solving is sometimes more effective.

Jonathan Markwick Pukehīnau/Lambton

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

2 Demolish heritage houses in the inner city suburbs 
to make way for townhouses and apartments

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

1 I support removing 71% of the current character 
protection

To elaborate on Q1 "This question is about housing density. That is, increasing the number of dwellings in an area, usually by removing stand-
alone houses and replacing them with apartments, townhouses or terraced housing"

I will support the city centre and inner suburbs design guides to make sure our streetscapes are liveable. However blocking any housing 
development at the demand of neighbours exacerbates the housing crisis and causes massive damage to our social fabric.

For Q2. "In your view, how should Wellington ideally find the room for new housing."

There cannot be just one option, and that isn't how city growth is planned for in real life.
More housing needs to be allowed everywhere in the city with the exception of the "heritage areas" already outlined in the district plan. 
Intensification subject to design guides must happen in the city centre, inner suburbs and along core transport routes.
Restricting development to tall towers in the city centre and Adelaide Rd etc. and detatched suburban houses will create a poor quality urban 
environment and severely limit housing choice to either an apartment in a tower block or a relatively large house. We need greater diversity in 
our housing stock which means allowing low-rise apartments, townhouses and terrace houses across Wellington.

Jane O'Loughlin Pukehīnau/Lambton

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

3 I would be happier with a much smaller amount 
(e.g. 25% being removed)

As part of my role at LIVE WELLington I have been actively advocating for more character protection than proposed in the new District Plan, 
and stronger design controls so we build liveable houses and neighbourhoods.  I am very concerned that upzoning more areas of our city than 
needed will result in random highrises sprouting up, creating shade and removing amenity.  It doesn't have to be that way - we can have more 
housing and retain amenity and character, with more thought and less recklessness.  Future generations will not thank us for creating ghettos 
where we used to have vibrant communities.

Iona Pannett Pukehīnau/Lambton

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

1 Wellington’s character suburbs add a lot to Wellington’s 
identity and we should try and protect them as much as 
possible

5 I don’t want any character protection to be 
removed

I believe everyone has a right to a warm, safe, affordable, green and earthquake resilient home nearby to good community facilities and public 
transport, walking and cycling infrastructure.   For social cohesion and climate reasons, it is critical that we move to create more homes now 
with urgency.  Using the resources we have in terms of land and buildings already built plus some new low rise buildings in the outer and inner 
suburbs, I believe we can achieve this end.  Subsidies from government will be necessary to ensure that those on low incomes and first home 
buyers can get into their own homes.  Standards for buildings in terms of universal access, environmental sustainability and earthquake 
resilience should be higher with a pathway for owners to reach these standards.  

Nicola Young Pukehīnau/Lambton

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

1 Wellington’s character suburbs add a lot to Wellington’s 
identity and we should try and protect them as much as 
possible

5 I don’t want any character protection to be 
removed

Wellington's character areas provide Wellington's distinctive landscape; once gone, they're lost forever

Ken Ah Kuoi Motukairangi/Eastern 

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

2 I would be happier with a slightly smaller 
amount (e.g. 50% of the character protection 
being removed)

Tim Brown Motukairangi/Eastern 

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

1 Wellington’s character suburbs add a lot to Wellington’s 
identity and we should try and protect them as much as 
possible

3 I would be happier with a much smaller amount 
(e.g. 25% being removed)

Rob Goulden Motukairangi/Eastern 

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

3 I would be happier with a much smaller amount 
(e.g. 25% being removed)

No

Dipak Bhana Paekawakawa/Southern

1 I support greater housing density as long as it is subject to 
planning rules which support good urban design and allows 
some protection for the amenity of neighbours, e.g. sunlight 
access and privacy

1 Make use of under-utilised land in the central city 
and along the ‘growth spine’ of Adelaide Rd and 
Riddiford St (e.g. low rise outdated commercial 
property, car yards and car parks)

3 I would like a careful balance between freeing up more 
room for intensification and protecting character suburbs 
from destruction

2 I would be happier with a slightly smaller 
amount (e.g. 50% of the character protection 
being removed)

I feel that the city is in need of affordable housing, it needs to be warm and dry and needs to meet the healthly home standard, there is a 
degree that needs to preserve some of the charater to the city but the charater house need to be meet the new health guildlines.


